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Factors that explain cycling levels

1. (Urban) landscape (landscape, suburbanization, compact cities)
2. (Urban) transport alternatives (competition with car/public transport)
3. Traffic policy (pro-car/bicycle, traffic separation/calming)
4. Social movements (pro-cycling activism)
5. Cultural status (associations with cycling: poverty, danger, or more positive 

connotations)
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My project
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Broader context urban cycling policies
Where do cyclists belong? 
• In traffic
• In governance

Governance coalition
• Which actors are involved? 
• What are their power sources?  
• What are the rules of the game/how do they interact? 

Methods: Archival research 

Dutch cycling coalition is large
• At every state level
• Including crucial role non-state actors
• Important and successful activism ANWB, Cyclists’ Union, and others

Read in Open Access: 
https://www.aup.nl/en/book
/9789463728478/cycling-
pathways

https://www.aup.nl/en/book/9789463728478/cycling-pathways


Part I - Roots: How Commuter and Recreational Cycling
Became a Dutch Public Good, 1880s-1940s
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Private Power: Bourgeoisie Initiates 
Cycling Policy, 1880s-1920s

Private origins; little government 
involvement
Origins of cycling policy. Cycling clubs
1. Start building a (recreational) cycling system 

(paths, maps, road signs) 

2. Successfully lobby state to recognize cycling as a 
public good and invest in it
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ANWB – Social background

Algemeene Nederlandsche Wielrijders Bond (= General Dutch Cyclists’ 
Union)

Created in 1883 (as a bicycle club), develops into broad interest organization 
for all forms of mobility and tourism, claiming to represent all road users and 
tourists

Leaders are elite of Dutch society
• Edo Bergsma (1862-1948) chairman 1884-1937
• H.P.J. Bloemers (1880-1947) chairman 1937-1946
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ANWB as a knowledge agent

System of local ‘consuls’, detailed knowledge road network

Source of knowledge for (local) government

Protects and builds on this role actively:
• Publishes major road trade journals
• Organizes congresses and conferences
• Organizes traffic engineering courses 
• Gives out free consultancy advice

Allows organization to spread vision of traffic 
separation
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Contest and Compromise: Central Government 
Embeds Cycling in Policy, 1920s-1930s

Dutch bicycle tax linked to roadbuilding (for cars) in 
1920s 

Cyclists demand infrastructure as a right

ANWB, (soc-dem) politicians fight for this

Engineers include cycling infrastructure in road norms

Traffic separation; parallel tracks for car drivers and 
cyclists alongside major roads
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Part II - Divergence: How Dutch Cycling Policy and Practice
Persevered, 1950s-1960s
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Outdated Vehicle? National 
Policymakers Ambiguity towards 
Cycling Policy, 1950s-1960s
Cycling under pressure?

Traffic separation norms are still applied

Rise moped new reason for cycling path 
construction

Recreational cycling strong focus provincial 
policymakers (Zuid-Holland, Drenthe)
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Little Man’s Car: Moped’s Popularity 
Boosts Cycling Infrastructure, 1950s-
1960s
Moped’s popular from early 1950s onward

Must use cycling paths (classified as type of 
bicycle)

Politicians, cyclists call for more, wider paths

Engineers acknowledge demands
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New recreational cycling policies

Provinces invest in recreational cycling path networks
• Drenthe: to attract tourists
• Zuid-Holland: to provide access to nature in highly urbanized province

Solidify role meso-level of government in cycling policies

Forms jumping-of point for utilitarian cycling plans in 1970s
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Part III - Dutch Model: How Urban Cycling Became a National
Political Demand after 1970
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A crisis of urban traffic safety

Cycling path construction in NL was extensive, but mainly 
along major roads between built-up area and for recreation

Urban traffic often mixed

Increasingly dominated by cars

Rising numbers of fatalities, decreasing amounts of cycling
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Provo

Early attention for traffic safety

“Safe traffic magician” Thom Jaspers, 1965

Traffic = “a pagan god” to which “we Dutch 
people sacrifice 7 people every day”
Organized happening in Schiedam

Ideas about small-scale, livable 
neighborhoods also influence later action 
groups
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Local protests

Spontaneous protests, often by parents of school-
going children (by bicycle)

Discourse: rights of (cycling, playing) children to 
safe school routes and playing areas

A teacher in 1975: “every child has the right to 
protection, also little five-year olds who ride their 
little bicycle to school every day”

Action repertoire: Blocking roads, petitions, 
keeping children from school
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Stop de Kindermoord

‘Stop the Child Murder’, founded in 1972/1973 
by concerned parents in Noord-Brabant and 
Amsterdam

Brabant journalist Vic Langenhoff: “this country 
chooses one km of  highway above 100 km of 
safe cycling paths. Who dares to say out loud 
that they wish to make this choice? But the 
reality of hidden priorities leads to criminal 
results all the same.” 

Traffic safety result of technocratic, hidden
choice in favour of car

Pleas for more cycling paths, safe school routes, 
urban (playing) space for children (playstreets) 
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Dooievaar

‘Dead stork’ > Stork = symbol city The Hague
The Hague, urban planning students, 1972

Politicizing urban planning: trade-offs in policy should be 
discussed openly with the entire city, not behind closed 
doors by engineers and architects

Against “authoritarian plan-making” they proposed a 
process of planning preparation in which the influence of 
the user/inhabitant is as large as possible

Against priority given to car in Dutch cities

Manual for DIY city and bicycle planning
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Fietsersbond (Cyclists’ Union)

Founded in 1975 as platform organization of many cycling, 
traffic safety, and environmental action groups

Discourse: “It is no accident that the weakest in society 
are ‘captive’ cyclists and therefore the weakest in traffic. 
Large groups cannot do without the bicycle: school kids, 
stay-at-home mums (husband has car), financially weaker 
people, people who cannot drive or are not allowed to 
(the ‘traffic poor’)”

Action repertoire: Combining protest with user expertise 
to improve cycling conditions and traffic safety
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Cyclists’ Union (1975-)

Founding Members Cyclists’ Union

Name Scope Main action goal

Werkgroep 2000 National Democratization
Vereniging Milieudefensie National Environment
Nivon National Environment
Strohalm National Environment
Stop de Kindermoord National Traffic safety
Rover National Public transport
Amsterdam Autovrij Local Traffic/urban planning
Verkeerd Verkeer Amsterdam Local Traffic/urban planning
Verkeerd Verkeer Utrecht Local Traffic/urban planning
Dooievaar Local Traffic/urban planning
Werkgroep Fiets Den Haag Local Cycling
Werkgroep Fiets Hilversum Local Cycling
Werkgroep Fiets Amersfoort Local Cycling
Werkgroep Fiets Leiden Local Cycling
Werkgroep Fiets Kampen Local Cycling
ENWB Utrecht Local Cycling
ENWB Helmond Local Cycling
Fietsgroep Rotterdam Local Cycling



Cyclists’ Union as knowledge agent

“Numbers cannot lie, but liars can play with numbers! Do not let yourself be tempted into a quantitative 
approach in your confrontation with the government. It is of much greater importance to make clear that 
when it comes to cycling there is only one expert: i.e. the cyclist him/herself. The cyclists themselves know 
best which situations are dangerous, which shorter connections are needed, which barriers need to be 
removed […] Where the government is doomed to fail given her technocratic approach, the Cyclists’ Union 
can be strong” [IISG, Archive Fietsersbond (ARCH01969), inv. no. 1, Christiaan la Poutré, ‘Inventarisatie knelpunten’, 2.]



(Lay) Expertise in practice

• Amersfoort, 1975
• First general critique of city policy > no reply
• City prepares memorandum on cycling policy:

• Critique: written from car perspective
• Cyclists’ Union hands out 3000 questionnaires to cyclists

• 300 replies
• Discussion city memorandum in council postponed
• Good personal contacts with council members and aldermen crucial
• City buys 20 copies of alternative Cyclists’ Union memorandum for its traffic experts
• Report appears in Cyclists’ Union journals







Cyclists’ Union as a knowledge agent

Similar examples can be found in Amsterdam, Arnhem, Amersfoort, Delft, Enschede, Haarlem, ‘s-
Hertogenbosch, The Hague, Maastricht, Rotterdam and Utrecht

Local government open to cooperation. Engineer Van Gurp, National Traffic Academy (1977):“A 
good picture of the most important cycling flows and bottlenecks is usually missing […] there is 
insufficient understanding of the traffic safety problems which cyclists experience.” 

New progressive generation of engineers wants to improve cycling conditions in cities like Delft, 
Groningen, Zwolle. 

But: not every branch Cyclists’ Union agrees with cooperation with government



Catching Up: Governments Rediscover Cycling as 
a Public Good, 1970s-1980s 

Solving safety crisis; reversing car-centered city 
planning

National subsidies for cycling infrastructure

Local authorities design cycling network plans

Local engineers experiment at city level
- Ending car through traffic
- Woonerf

Network and bottleneck approach
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Cyclists’ Union in the 1980s

Consolidation and extension user-based expertise

Study groups proliferate

Contribution to cycling design norms + Codification of user input in 
official manual

Cohesion, directness, safety, comfort, and attractiveness
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1990s and beyond

• Semi-official recognition of role
• Subsidy awarded because “local branches of the ENFB usually have a 

good idea of how (local) interests of cyclists are best served.” 
• Asked to do research by urban/provincial government

• New tools like Cycling Balance and Cycling City award
• Encourages competition between cities
• Digitalization bottleneck approach
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Self-Evident : Normalcy of Cycling Policies and 
Practices, 1990s-now

Decentralization funding; role national government in cycling 
policy comes and goes

Still some investment in bicycle parking at train 
stations, promotion of ‘cycling highways’

Cities have taken more car limiting measures city center
- Higher parking fees
- Limiting max speeds 

50-year process of redistributing space (and risk) in the city
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Conclusions
• Construction	separate	cycling	
infrastructure	goes	back	to	1920s	+	long	
history	of	recreational	cycling	
infrastructure

• Politicization	of	(urban)	space,	traffic	
policies,	cars,	and	bicycles,	1965-1975

• Process	of	contestation	successfully	
forces	government	to	take	more	
responsibility	in	fighting	traffic	safety	
crisis

• Followed	by	phase	of	cooperation	
between	social	movements	and	(local)	
government

• Today	large	coalition	of	national,	
provincial	and	local	policymakers	work	
with	NGOs


